
WHY IS SWAN PVC 
PANELS BETTER

Plant fiber panels are often touted as inexpensive & bio-
degradable, but as a result they also wear down very 
easily. Plant fiber is basically a paper-based product 

1st Generation or “Fiber bamboo” 3D Panels comes in 
the form of plant fiber products. Plant fiber panels are 
often touted as inexpensive and biodegradable, but as a 
result they also wear down very easily. Plantfiber is basi-
cally a paper-based product.

Swan PVC Wall panels VS Fiber Bamboo panels

SWAN PRODUCT OTHER PRODUCTS
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Life time warranty

Easy to clean

No need to paint

Paintable

Indoor & outdoor use

Waterproof

Fireproof 

Unflammable

Bendable

Unscratchable

Moisture Resistant

No Warranty

Dusty

Must Paint it 

Paintable

Indoor Only !

Waterproof

Fireproof 

Unflammable

Bendable

Unscratchable

Moisture Resistant

Moisture Resistant
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Pressure Applied Pressure ReleasedPressure Applied Pressure Released

Water Test

Pressure Test

Swan PVC Wall Panels Fiber bamboo Panel

Vesibility 

With our 3D Panels, you can 
decorate your bathroom area as well! 
Our panels don’t absorb moisture so 
you don't have to worry about that.

Plant fiber panels cannot be installed 
in a bathroom setting due to its 
humidity (plant fiber panels will 
eventually soften and decay and 

become moldy.

Outdoors

Who says you can only decorate 
indoors?Our 3D Wall Panels can be 
used outdoor as well. It's a perfect 

way to transform your patio or 
backyard.

Plant fiber panels cannot be used 
outdoors due to weather exposure 

(see durability tests).

Bendibilty

Do you have a curved wall? Swan 3D 
Wall Panels can follow the curves of 
a wall. In this example, our panels are 
used to decorate a curvy office wall.

Plant fiber panels cannot be bent 
without suffering permanent damage 

(see durability tests above).
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Why is Swan PVC
Panels Better
Swan PVC 3D Panels is 2nd Generation wall panel that 
are built to be long lasting and to resist wear. It is made 
from safe and durable plastic material, you can be sure 
that your walls will look good and stay that way too for 
as long as you own your house or business!


